Abstract. Reasoning about object-oriented programs requires an appropriate technique to reflect a fundamental "general relativity" property of the approach: every operation is relative to a current object, which changes with every qualified call; such a call needs access to the context of the client object. The notion of negative variable, discussed in this article, provides a framework for reasoning about OO programs in any semantic framework. We introduce a fundamental rule describing the semantics of object-oriented calls, its specific versions for such frameworks as axiomatic (Hoare-style) logic and denotational semantics, and its application to such problems as alias analysis and the consistency of concurrent programs. The approach has been implemented as part of a verification environment for a major object-oriented language and used to perform a number of proofs and analyses.
Preamble: The Need for Coordinate Transform
The concept of negative variable, discussed in this article, addresses a specific but important aspect of reasoning about object-oriented programs: the need to obtain reverse access to the context of your caller. Current verification approaches miss it, and hence cannot express certain important properties, let alone verify them. Even for properties that can be expressed otherwise, the negative variable technique provides a simpler and more elegant framework, making automatic verification easier. A little non-technical example illustrates the issue (all person names are fictitious). Eri likes to party, and has many followers who send her lots of invitations on Twitter, but she is selective. A typical tweet says "Restaurant Komatsu Yasuke, today at 19:30, Shin also coming". But she would like to know more: how many people are invited? Is Junko coming? (If so Eri will stop at home on the way, to pick up a nice bracelet that she has bought for her.) Now whoever is inviting Eri -today Kokichi, say, and tomorrow Taku -could answer these questions; but Eri's procedure for accepting or skipping an invitation can only be based on the message she has received; she would need access to information available only to the tweet's author.
All she does know is the content of the tweet: place, time, and possibly the name of another person who is also invited. Maybe that person has the other information; but maybe not. The only way to answer the pending questions would be to reach the original tweeter.
This setup, including lack of access to the tweeter's own context, exactly mirrors what happens in the execution of a routine (method) on a target object in an objectoriented programming language. We are considering a "qualified call"
call Eri•invite (Komatsu_Yasuke, [Today, "19:30"] 
(using an explicit call keyword for clarity, although it usually does not appear in programming languages). This call executes the procedure invite on the "target object" denoted by Eri, with the arguments given. The procedure is declared with the corresponding arguments:
To do its work, the procedure can only use the arguments it has; but then it lacks context. For example it cannot answer Eri's question, which we can rephrase in software terms. The question applies to a given object such as the restaurant, accessible to the procedure as the formal argument p:
• Is x (some person) also invited to p today? (2) • How many people are invited to p today? (3) In a particular call, such as (1), this information is accessible to the calling object, but not to the object on which the call executes.
In the writing of object-oriented programs, this restriction is not a major obstacle (otherwise people would have been complaining about it loudly). In fact one can argue that not knowing the caller helps write self-contained, reusable code.
For reasoning about OO programs, however, the restriction also exists, and it hurts. For example Müller [13] states, in presenting a proof rule for OO routines:
Req-clauses [shared precondition components] and [the rest of the] preconditions may refer to formal [arguments] , the object store, and the current universe, whereas the postcondition may only refer to the object store and result [denoting the result of a function]. This information does not identify the caller, and hence does not make it possible to express properties such as the above.
The usual technique for modelling qualified calls is to treat the target as if it were a supplementary argument, understanding (1), for example, as call invite C (Eri, Komatsu_Yasuke, [Today, "19:30"] , Shin) where invite C is the non-OO equivalent to invite, extended with one argument, as it would be written for example in the C language (or in the C output of an Eiffel compiler generating C code). Verification techniques will then handle the target just as it handles other arguments, through proof rules that transpose any property of the routine to a property of a call by substituting actual
